
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an application software
developer. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at
the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for application software developer

Participating in peer code reviews and involvement in integration testing
Co-ordinate all aspects of technical development in project, design and
development of software component and ensure that interested parties
review and approve all technical deliverables, including code
Provide all aspect of technical consultation to the other members of
development team
Responsible for technical research required for top quality design and
involved in development and administration of project plans
Participate in requirement gathering session with business partners and
ensures requirement is complete and authorized & also facilitate technical
status meetings and report status to project manager regarding risks and
issues
Participate in change control process and update deliverables based on
impacts due to approved changes and track completion of required
deliverables as per followed project methodology
Adhere to organization’s technical architecture and best practices
Design, develop, and evaluate highly innovative solutions that are scalable
and reliable
Teach fellow developers how to develop high-quality code, innovate using the
latest (cloud) technologies, and development best practices
Review implementations and show case how it could be improved even
further when needed
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Financial services/brokerage experience preferred
Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college/university in computer
engineering, computer science, or related technical field is required and 1+
years of experience
Development experience with a full-stack, server-side web application
framework using the MVC pattern (ASP.NET MVC, Ruby on Rails, Django)
Ability to create requirements specifications, design documentation, and
other technical documentation where applicable
Familiarity with the development and consumption of REST and SOAP web
services
Responsive design with CSS frameworks such as Bootstrap or Foundation


